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4.Relevance of the topic and state of the art: 

Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is one of the most ancient and important crops and an 

established model for plant genetics with extensive genomic resources (Dawson et al., 2015; 

Stein and Muehlbauer, 2017). Stem lodging is a major constraint to grain yield and quality 

and this phenomenon is expected to worsen as a result of extreme weather events associated 

with climate change, such as thunderstorms and strong winds (Sowadan et al., 2018). In a 

recent survey on strategies for adaptation to climate change, both farmers and advisors 

ranked lodging resistance among the top 3 priority traits for cereal cultivar choice (Macholdt 

and Honermeier, 2016). Albeit useful to reduce plant height, semi-dwarfing genes 

commonly used in barley breeding have some negative pleiotropic effects (e.g. biomass 

reduction) [reviewed in (Berry et al., 2004; Dockter and Hansson, 2015)]. An attractive route 

to address this issue is the manipulation of culm architecture traits such as diameter and wall 

thickness, which have been correlated to lodging resistance in cereals (Chuanren et al., 2004; 

Berry et al., 2006; Ookawa et al., 2010) (Kong et al., 2013; Sowadan et al., 2018). From a 

modelling point of view, the model for lodging proposed by (Berry et al., 2006) proved to be 

robust for application on barley and capable of reproducing lodging as a function of model 

parameters directly linked with the above mentioned morphological traits. The model 

simulates a stem lodging event when the stem based bending moment (calculated based on 

the wind gust, the ear area and the height of the gravity center of the shoot) is larger than the 

stem failure moment, with the latter derived from stem wall thickness, external radius of 

stem base and the failure yield stress of the stem material. However, lack of knowledge on 

the genetic determination of these traits has limited their deployment in barley breeding for 

improved lodging resistance. In order to fill this gap, the host group has developed and 

applied innovative phenotyping protocols and carried out genome-wide association studies 

for different culm traits, laying the foundations for genetic dissection and improvement of 

culm architecture in barley. 
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5.Layout of the project (draft) 

The present PhD project will build upon previous work done by the host group to dissect major 

QTLs for culm architecture to improve lodging resistance and productivity in barley. The 

proposed activities fit within research planned under the project Advanced tools for breeding 

BARley for Intensive and SusTainable Agriculture under climate change scenarios - BARISTA 

recently funded for a 3 years duration under the SusCrop ERA-NET call with the host group as 

partner (https://www.suscrop.eu/call-information/1st-call). Involving 12 partners from 9 

European countries, BARISTA will contribute a framework for the development of present 

project and provide the PhD student with exposure to a network of world-class scientists with 

expertise in barley genetics, genomics and breeding opening opportunities for research visits to 

international institutes. 

 

5.1. Materials & Methods: da mezza pagina ad una pagina massimo 

Accurate image analyses-based protocols developed by the host group in the context of the 

ClimBar project were applied to phenotype a germplasm set of 200 cultivars in 7 different 

environments (site/year combinations), yielding quantitative data for culm diameter and culm 

wall thickness, besides plant height and other standard agronomic traits 

(http://www.geneticagraria.it/attachment/SIGA_2018/2_03.pdf). Genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) using 170k exome-capture-derived SNPs uncovered over 150 markers as 

significantly associated with culm diameter. Among these, we aim at characterizing two 

QTLs that were shown to have stable effects across environments. 

The PhD project will take advantage of state-of-the-art genomic resources available for 

barley (Stein and Muehlbauer, 2017) and the ClimBar germplasm collection with already 

available phenotypic and exome-capture data. The PhD student will apply accurate 

phenotyping protocols on a range of materials, develop and characterize segregating 

populations to carry out a detailed dissection of phenotypic effects and genetic mapping of 

target QTLs, identify/generate and characterize mutants in candidate genes through 

TILLING/genome editing in collaboration with national and international partners and 

analyse gene function through a combination of in silico and lab-based approaches. 

 

       5.2. Schedule and major steps (3 years): mezza pagina max 

The project involves two interconnected and complementary tasks: 

 

Task 1: Characterization of major QTLs for barley culm diameter by development of crossing 

populations and evaluation of QTL effects - Month 01 – Month 26. This task aims at further 

characterization of two stable QTLs for culm diameter. Cultivars carrying contrasting alleles for 

the target QTLs will be investigated by mechanical stress tests and crossed to obtain BC1/2 

plants with target alleles/allelic combinations that will be advanced through two rounds of speed 

breeding or used to generate double-haploid lines. The obtained populations will be further 

characterized under field/controlled conditions to collect accurate phenotypic data on a range of 

plant architecture traits, evaluate correlations among traits, estimate allelic effects and build a 

dense genetic map of the QTL region. To this end, the segregating populations will be genotyped 

with SNP markers distributed throughout the genome and QTL analyses will be carried out using 

suitable statistical packages. 

 



Task 2: Identification and functional analysis of candidate genes for culm architecture traits. 

Month 06 - Month 36. The genomic regions subtending the target QTLs will be scanned for 

candidate genes, using available genomic resources, and allele variants at candidate genes will be 

identified/created by TILLING/genome editing. Detailed characterization of these materials will 

be carried out to test effects of candidate gene mutations on plant morphology and development. 

Other experiments will be developed for functional characterization of genes of interest, e.g. in 

silico analyses to get a more complete overview of the gene network also based on information 

from model species, expression analyses, biochemical analyses, etc. 

 

Expected outcomes: gene identification and characterization for at least one major QTL for 

culm architecture. 

 

 

6. Available funds (source and amount) 

This project fits into the international project Advanced tools for breeding BARley for Intensive 

and SusTainable Agriculture under climate change scenarios - BARISTA, funded under SusCrop 

ERA-NET call. Funding available for the host group 55 k€ (3 years). 
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